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HUT is home/school for children affected or orphaned due to HIV. It is located in Perambalur
near Trichy. We reached the center around 10 AM. We were welcomed by Dr Raja and Mr.
Chandran. We went through daily bookkeeping, financial audits and children’s progress
reports. We also had food in the school and inspected the classrooms and the teaching
materials. We interacted with the staff, teachers and children. It was a very memorable
experience. Overall, we highly recommend that Asha continue supporting the center in any
form.

Bookkeeping

We found that all the records are well kept. They also use Whatsapp to track everyday
activities. From pic of opening the door in the morning, food prepared, kids activities to
closing the gate in the night - a pic of everything is taken and shared with the wider group
every day then and there. So a timeline of all activities can be traced.



Health Record

- HUT partnered with local medical colleges to conduct an annual health checkup for
the children.

- All the health records are maintained diligently.
- Staff keeps a health record for all the children on a daily basis. If the kids feel sick,

one of the inhouse staff does basic checkups. Dr. Raja and his wife, both practicing
doctors, help as needed.

Annual Eye Checkups by Mahathma Eye
Vision and Research Institute

Annual Medical checkup by Dhanalakshmi
Srinivasan Medical college and Hospital



Lunch/Food

Healthy and nutritious meals are served. Cooks consume the food 30 mins before serving
the children. Pictures of the food prepared, cooks consuming the food are all recorded in a
whatsapp group.

Infrastructure

The center has a big open  hall where the kids perform activities, eat food etc, a kitchen,
dorms for girls and boys and classrooms for Class 1-8. For primary classes, some of the
classes are combined in a room as there are not enough classrooms. There are also activity



rooms for children. The primary classes have TV in all the classes where fun based
education materials are shared with the children. In every class, we saw kids actively
participating.

Some of the dorm rooms, bathroom doors etc are in a very dilapidated state and need repair
work. They also have a small garden where the kids grow vegetabl

Teaching Materials

The center is well equipped with teaching materials. During COVID, the team spent time
preparing flashcards for the children. Considerable amount of the TLMs are prepared in
house by using online resources.  All the primary classes have TV and they extensively use
fun online materials to teach the children.



Staff/Teachers

During our visit, we found the teachers are very motivated to work with the children. We
were especially impressed with the primary teachers who were dancing and singing with all
the kids. The children also had a great rapport with the teachers. We did some basic testing
where we asked the kids some basic questions from the flash cards and they were quite
good in answering them. Though the quality of education can always be improved, we felt
HUT staff and teachers did a good job helping the children. We also learnt that special
efforts are taken to improve children’s proficiency in english. Any help in such efforts will go a
long way in shaping a better future for the children.

Passed out children

There were good records kept on passed out children. We learnt about a group of them now
running their own plumbing-job based business, a girl who is now a nurse etc. The team also
spends time to meet passed out children every year to ensure they are in good health.

Other support

HUT has come a long way in sourcing other sources for funds. Asha is still the largest
contributor by funding 1/4th of their annual budget. Helping them find other sources of funds
is very essential to ensure the center gets continuous support.



Recommendations

- Some of the basic infrastructure is in a very dilapidated state and needs immediate
attention.

- It's important HUT team find other sources of support
- HUT should try and work with the local government school to help these kids study in

a regular school from the primary classes.




